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Abstract

The Savannah River Site is the U.S. Department of Energy's preferred site for return and
treatment of all aluminum-base, spent, research and test reactor fuel assemblies. There are over
20,000 spent fuel assemblies now stored in different countries around the world, and by 2035
many will be returned to SRS for treatment and interim storage. Interim storage canisters at SRS
will be sent to a Mined Geologic Repository for long-term geologic storage.

Laboratory and plant layout of a full-scale process for irradiated fuel has been completed. Tests
of the off gas absorption system have been initiated using both surrogate and irradiated RERTR
mini fuel plates. An pilot-scale L-Area Experimental Facility (LEF) is planned to validate
induction furnace operations, remote handling, and the off gas system for trapping volatile
elements under plant operating conditions.

Introduction

Fuel assemblies for research and test reactors were first made using aluminum clad plates

that were fabricated from highly enriched (93%) uranium-aluminum alloy. Later, powder

metallurgical fabrication methods were developed to produce plate fuels with higher

uranium contents using either uranium aluminide, uranium oxide or uranium silicide

powders mixed with aluminum. Following irradiation, the spent fuel assemblies are

discharged from the reactor, and most assemblies are stored in wet basins, some since the

early 1950's.

The melt-dilute technique is the preferred-site method for treatment of aluminum-base

spent fuel. The technique was developed at the Savannah River Technology Center and

consists of melting the assembly and adding depleted uranium to the melt for isotopic

dilution to <20% 235U. Aluminum is added to produce a eutectic alloy composition.

Additionally, neutron poisons can be added to the melt where they have been shown to

form compounds/phases integral with the uranium in the fuel. Lowering the enrichment



reduces both criticality and proliferation concerns for storage. Consolidation by melting

also reduces the number of storage canisters.

Discussion

The melt-dilute (MD) process for treatment of spent fuel has been under development at

SRS for about four years. A pilot-scale facility is under construction that will melt one

spent fuel assembly at a time and will be used to validate laboratory studies. The basic

process simply melts the spent fuel assembly, adds depleted uranium to lower the isotopic

content, and aluminum to adjust the final composition. After induction stirring, the alloy

is furnace cooled in the crucible to produce an ingot for storage. The process operations

differ from ordinary aluminum-uranium casting because of the high irradiation field and

the volatility of some fission products. These factors led to remote operations and

development of zeolite absorption beds for volatile fission products.

Process Description

The flow diagram for the process is shown in Figure 1. The commercial induction

furnace and off gas absorption beds are inside a steel enclosure or box that is located

inside a shielded concrete facility. All operations are done remotely from a control room

outside the building using an overhead crane and a hardened camera system .
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Figure 1. Melt-Dilute Process Flow Diagram



Before fuel loading, the stainless steel top of the furnace enclosure is removed and a

carbon steel liner inserted into a graphite crucible inside the induction furnace. The spent

fuel assembly is then removed from the transportation cask and is put inside the crucible

and liner. The absorption bed and the furnace enclosure top are put in place. For the

pilot-scale test facility, the MD furnace will accommodate 1 MTR fuel assembly.

Depleted uranium for isotopic dilution and aluminum for compositional control are added

to the crucible/liner before startup, and the quantity is based on initial calculations. It

requires about 1 hour to completely melt and dilute one MTR assembly. Samples of the

melt are taken and sent to the laboratory for compositional analysis. After induction

stirring, the furnace power is shut-off, and the melt is cooled in place. The cooling time

needed to reach the solidus temperature is approximately 5 hours. Once solidified the

ingot and carbon steel liner is removed from the furnace and stored in a storage canister.

The alloy isotopic content is diluted to < 20% to accomplishment criticaliry and

nonproliferation requirements, and the composition is diluted to the uranium-aluminum

eutectic composition of 13.8 wt% U in aluminum. The temperature of the eutectic

composition is the lowest liquidus temperature (646 °C) in the binary uranium-aluminum

system. The process is expected to operate at 850 ± 50 °C. This will provide sufficient

super heat to adequately dissolve the uranium diluent and minimize volatilization of some

fission products.

Metallurgy

In the past, either Al-U alloy or powders of UAlx, U3O8, or U3S12 and aluminum have

been used to manufacture MTR type research and test reactor fuel elements. After

irradiation, oxide and silicide compounds tend to react with the aluminum matrix to form

uranium-aluminum compounds. The extent of the diffusion reaction depends on

temperature and time. Typical irradiated microstructures of these fuels are shown in

Figures 2-4. Technical evaluation of the dissolution characteristics in molten aluminum

was done using as-fabricated oxide and silicide fuel elements although solid state

reactions occur both during processing and during irradiation of the fuel plates.



Figure 2. Typical Irradiated U-Al alloy or UAlx Fuel Plate.

Figure 3. Typical Irradiated U3O8-AI Fuel Plate showing Reaction Phases.

Figure 4. Typical Irradiated LbSt Fuel Plate showing Reaction Phases.



Results from uranium oxide and molten aluminum tests are shown in Figure 5. As

expected, higher melt temperatures reduce dissolving time. Thermodynamic calculations

indicate that the reaction between uranium oxide and aluminum is favorable at 850 °C;

however, the reaction kinetics is relatively slow at this temperature. It is expected that

the slow reaction kinetics is a result of the formation of a stable aluminum oxide layer at

the particle-liquid interface. The addition of a small amount of calcium to the melt

greatly increases the reaction rate making the processing time similar to U-Al alloy fuel.
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Figure 5. Dissolution of Oxide in Molten Aluminum at Different Temperatures.

The aluminum-uranium-silicon ternary phase diagram was developed and studied to

determine the liquid phase region at the expected fuel composition. At 700-800 °C a

significantly large liquid phase region exists at the aluminum rich end of the ternary

phase diagram as shown in Figure 6. Thus, treatment of these fuels should be similar to

the uranium-alummum alloy fuels and similar process operating parameters are expected.

Consolidation is of prime importance for these fuels because they are fabricated using

LEU and no isotopic dilution is required for most assemblies.
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Figure 6. Aluminum-Uranium-Silicon Ternary Phase Diagrams.

Pilot-Scale System Development and Fabrication

Design of the off gas system for the L-Area pilot-scale facility is based on experimental

results obtained from laboratory tests and from the ANL study of irradiated samples.

The system layout is shown in Figure 7. The induction furnace as well as the primary

and secondary absorption beds are located inside a steel box enclosure (confinement

space). Note that there is a negative pressure differential between the room, enclosure

and furnace crucible, so any air leakage is into the crucible and is exhausted through the

off gas HEPA system.

In the LEF facility, volatized cesium is captured on a primary zeolite sorption bed. It has

been shown that the cesium absorption efficiency increases with zeolite bed

temperature.*^. The operating temperature of the primary sorption bed is expected to be

in the range of 300-500 °C for the process.
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Figure 7. Melt-Dilute Off gas system Flow Diagram for the LEF Facility.

Also, inside the enclosure is the secondary absorption bed which serves as a backup in

the event breakthrough occurs during melting. From the secondary bed, the off gas is

directed through a dual bank of HEPA filters to remove particulate particles. After

passing through the system, the off gas is discharged to the stack. Nobel gases released

are expected to be within current regulatory guidelines, but if not, gases such as iodine

and krypton can be captured using charcoal and low temperature silver mordenite beds,(9)

respectively.

Alternative Feed Stream and Technology Development

There are currently various classes of nuclear materials that fall under the oversight of the

DOE-Nuclear Materials Stewardship Program that have no defined disposition pathway.

These materials include off-spec HEU metal and oxides, surplus depleted and natural

uranium, uranium-233, Pu-238 scrap, miscellaneous Pu-239 scrap, metal, and powder,

and various spent nuclear fuel "cats & dogs." Development of well-defined disposition

pathways—which may include various stabilization, treatment, or disposition

technologies— is paramount for an effective nuclear materials stewardship program. In

order to achieve this goal, identification of existing, developing, and new technologies

must be performed in order to ensure that DOE is properly managing the nuclear

materials resources and waste efficiently and effectively. One approach to efficient,



effective management will be to explore/evaluate currently existing stabilization,

treatment, and disposal technologies with respect to their ability to handle new/alternate

feed streams.

The melt-dilute technology, which is currently in the pilot-scale irradiated demonstration

phase, offers the potential to treat and dispose of many of the materials managed under

the DOE-NMS program. The melt-dilute technology is currently being developed at SRS

to effect the treatment and ultimate disposition of Al-Based SNF to be returned to SRS

from domestic and foreign research and test reactors. The technology development

program is currently in the process of constructing an irradiated pilot-scale facility using

existing/surplus facilities in L-Area at SRS. The irradiated pilot scale facility (LEF) has

been designed to make the most use of commercially available components and

technologies. This facility will be capable of handling a single irradiated fuel assembly

and all of the treatment equipment occupies a footprint approximately 10'x 30'.

With respect to treatment of alternate feed streams using the melt-dilute technology, the

most attractive concept would be to optimize the irradiated pilot scale system design such

that this "mini-batch" system could be fabricated and installed at any of the end-user sites

in need of treatment and disposition of nuclear materials.

The major challenge to be surmounted would involve optimization/tailoring the Melt-

dilute mini-batch design and also the necessary research and development to demonstrate

the capability of the melt-dilute treatment technology to handle the various candidate feed

streams—SRTC has been involved with DOE-MD to assess the feasibility of treating U-

233 materials using the Melt-Dilute Technology.
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